
Little Rock Lake Zipline
SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

ZIPLINE 
Welcome to the longest zipline in Europe with 16 lines extending over 

four kilometres deep in the forest across the scree of the  
Småland highlands. A glorious adventure for all ages. A guided nature 

trip through unique rocky forest terrain.

FREE PARKING AND FREE ADMISSION TO THE PARK 2019



WELCOME TO EUROPE’S 
LONGEST ZIPLINE  –  

IN SMÅLAND! 

16
LINES

4KM
OF LINE IN THE DEEP FOREST

5-99 YEAR 
A MAGNIFICENT ADVENTURE FOR ALL AGES
ON THE SCREE OF THE SMÅLAND HIGHLANDS
A GUIDED TRIP THROUGH UNIQUE TERRAIN
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BOOK AT SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

ZIPLINE

WHAT IS ZIPLINE?
Simply put, a zipline involves guests being harnessed 
to a cable and taking a treetop ride between stations. 
You travel one by one.
You go in a group of up to 10 people, accompanied 
by two guides who ensure your safety throughout the 
adventure.  

Ziplining is an adrenaline-fuelled adventure in beauti-
ful countryside, here and there including high altitu-
des and high speeds. 

You start from the top of a mountain that is one of the 
highest landmarks in Småland and pass over ravines, 
streaming waters and panoramic views at different 
points along the way.  

 
Children weighing less than 35 kg can be zipped in 
tandem with one of our guides. This is possible on all 
our courses. 

All zipliners are given a bandana to wear that also acts 
as a safety detail since it prevents long hair from  
getting caught in the cable wheel when travelling. 

This headgear, carrying our logo, becomes something 
of a status symbol for guests completing the course. 
They are not for public sale but are reserved for those 
brave enough to zip with us.
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OPEN FOR BOOKING ALL YEAR ROUND

We’re open daily from May to September with 
several departure times on our various courses. 
During the peak season (July and August) we 
also accept drop-in guests, but we always recom-
mend booking in advance. Groups can book the 
Black and Red runs almost any day of the year.
You find us up a mountain in Kronoparken, a 
park area about 5 km north of Klavreström and 
about 2 km from Route 31 in the heart of Små-
land.
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ZIPLINE ZIPLINE COURSES

GREEN ZIPLINE ”THE FAMILY-FRIENDLY RUN”
Are you keen to ride the zipline but are not neces-
sarily interested in the highest levels or the fastest 
speeds? This two-hour adventure features a delightful 
trip through striking countryside and is an excellent 
course if you are not sure how much adrenaline you 
can cope with. 
 
Facts:
 » A 1 186 m course divided into 6 lines
 » Starting from a ground platform on a steep rise
 » The highest altitude is 15 m
 » The highest speed is 50 km/h
 » Includes a paired zipline (double line)
 » Two guides provide nature guiding and ensure rider 

safety from start to finish
 » Duration: 1.5–2 hours (Estimated time for full group) 

 

BLACK ZIPLINE “THE ADRENALINE-FUELLED ADVENTURE”
So you want a real adventure? This course has a drop 
of 42 meters. We also visit the 300-year-old tree, zip 
across the Sågebäck Ravine, land beside rock faces 
and cross provincial and municipal boundaries. We 
guarantee that the adrenaline will flow! 
 
Facts:
 » A 2 155 m course divided into 8 lines
 » We begin with a 25 m walk on the suspension brid-

ge 18 m above ground
 » The highest altitude is 52 m
 » The longest line is 388 m
 » The highest speed is 75 km/h
 » Includes three paired ziplines (double lines)
 » Two guides provide nature guiding and ensure rider 

safety from start to finish
 » Duration: 2.5–3 hours (Estimated time for full group)

RED ZIPLINE ”THE ALL-IN ADVENTURE”
Here you thrill to a unique adventure in the wilds with 
specially designed platforms and the longest, fastest 
and highest lines. Experiencing nature is top priority 
and you also have the opportunity to hike through a 
key biotope. This is not an adventure for the  
faint-hearted, but eminently suitable for those who 
feel that “if you’re going to zip you might as well do it 
properly”! 

Facts:
 » A 2 610 m course divided into 8 lines
 » We begin with a 25 m walk on the suspension  

bridge 18 m above ground
 » The highest altitude is 52 m
 » The longest line is 427 m
 » The highest speed is 75 km/h
 » Includes two paired ziplines (double lines)
 » A beautiful 250 m forest hike through a key biotope
 » Two guides provide nature guiding and ensure rider 

safety from start to finish
 » Duration: 3.5–4 hours (Estimated time for full group) 

 
 
 

PURPLE ZIPLINE “4 BRILLIANT LINES”
This product is an adrenaline-rich adventure for those 
preferring a shorter trip. You zip along some of our 
highest and longest lines and the guides describe 
the natural attractions in our surroundings. This is 
our shortest run and it’s perfect for hen-party and 
stag-party groups with limited time at their disposal. 
And of course for other visitors who can only spare 
two hours.
 
Facts:

 » A 1 063 m course divided into 4 lines
 » We begin with a 25 m walk on the suspension  

bridge 18 m above ground
 » The highest altitude is 52 m
 » A short nature hike
 » The longest single line is 388 m
 » Two guides who ensure rider safety and supply 

information about the local nature
 » Duration: Up to 2 hours

ALL O
UR COURSES ARE SUITABLE F

OR ALL A
GES!

DIFFERENT ADRENALINE LEVELS, NOT DEGREES OF DIFFICULTY
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ZIPLINE COURSES                                                          INFORMATION

BLUE FIRST CLASS FOREST ZIPLINE 
“DELUXE ADVENTURE IN THE WILDS”
A completely new product this year is the First Class 
Forest zipline! This is a specially designed run for those 
who want that little bit extra. You ride in a group of 
no more than 6 participants for maximum comfort 
and less waiting time between stations. Included are 
snacks on arrival, our longest, highest and fastest lines, 
and transport back to Base Camp, as well as an à la 
carte lunch after the run. Enjoyment of nature is a top 
priority, which is why only our best guides accompany 
this trip. 

Facts:
 » Snacks on arrival
 » Hiking through protected biotope areas
 » Small exclusive groups for maximum comfort
 » A 2 610 m course divided into 8 lines
 » We begin with a 25 m walk on the suspension brid-

ge 18 m above ground
 » The highest altitude is 52 m
 » Two double lines
 » The longest single line is 427 m
 » Rappelling down a rock face
 » À la carte lunch in the restaurant
 » 2 of our best guides accompany the group and 

ensure rider safety from start to finish
 » Duration: approx. 4.5 hours

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Our courses vary in their level of adrenaline and length 
of time, not in their degree of difficulty. All our courses 
are suitable for all ages from 5 to 99 years.
Minimum weight 35 kg for zipping alone
Maximum weight 125 kg
Children under 35 kg ride with one of our guides since 
they cannot reach the next station if they zip alone. 
The guide is responsible for safety throughout the 
adventure.

WHAT TIME MUST I BE THERE?
All participants must be present no more than 30 
minutes before a booked departure. 
 
Remember, the drive from Route 31 up to our parking 
lot at the top is 2 km along a narrow gravel road. You 
then have a 150 m walk to our Base Camp. 
 
Remember, too, that arriving late may mean missing 
your place on the run and being charged 100% of 
your fee. Late arrivals sometimes occur, however, and 
we do our best to find solutions.

HOW SHOULD I DRESS?
Here in Sweden, and especially in the southern 
highland landscape, the weather can change rapidly. 
Our website has its own weather service, and we 
recommend that you keep an eye on the forecasts 
when booking your zipline adventure.
Whatever the forecast says, it is always a good idea to 
bring alternative clothing and several layers. We re-
commend long trousers and other clothing according 
to the season. You are not allowed to zip in sandals, 
flip-flops or other open shoes. We recommend proper 
footwear for outdoor use.
If there is a risk of rain, we recommend a rain suit or 
some other kind of rainwear.

 

PRICES
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PRICES
 

Adventure   period 1/1–30/4 samt 1/10–31/12

Green Zipline adult 850 SEK
Green Zipline children under 18 400 SEK

Black Zipline adult 1 250 SEK 
Black Zipline children under 18  600 SEK 
 
Red Zipline adult 1 500 SEK 
Red Zipline children under 18 750 SEK

Purple Zipline ”4 Brilliant Lines” 1 000 SEK

Blue Zipline First Class Forest group price ”max. 6 persons”

 period 1/5–30/9

  1 000 SEK
  500 SEK

  1 500 SEK
  750 SEK

  1 750 SEK
  875 SEK
 
 1 000 SEK

                           19 500 SEK

During the period 1/5–30/9 transport from Happy Ending (the end of the course) to our 
Base Camp is included. Also during this period we serve a simple but filling Base Camp 

buffet meal composed of local produce according to season. 

EXCITEMENT AND CAMRADERIE IN  
UNIQUE COUNTRYSIDE!

@swedenzipline
#swedenzipline
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FOLLOW US

BOOK AT SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

Applies only to the Green, Black, Purple, Red and Blue ziplines (Does not apply to packages)  
All adventures include free bathing in the mountain pool.



Little Rock Lake Zipline
SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

LITTLE ROCK LAKE ZIPLINE
Bränderydsvägen Base Camp

Exit mainroad 31
360 72 KLAVRESTRÖM
Tel +46 470 54 29 00


